We present the output data of Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) applied to global crop yield variability of maize, rice, sorghum and soybean (MRSS) as presented in the publication “Climate drives variability and joint variability of global crop yields” (Naja et al., 2019). Global maps of the correlation between all the principal components (PCs) acquired from the low rank matrix (L) of MRSS and Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), air temperature anomalies (ATa) and sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTa) are provided in this article. We present co-varying countries, impacted cropland areas across global countries, and 10 global regions by climate and the association between PCs and multiple atmospheric and oceanic indices. Moreover, the joint dependency between PCs of MRSS yields are presented using two different approaches.
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1. Data

Concurrent and one year-lag correlation between all the PCs of maize, rice, sorghum and soybean (MRSS) acquired from the low rank matrix (L) of Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) and annual average of PDSI, air temperature anomalies (ATa) and sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTa) (in total 412 maps) are provided in the supplementary. In all the maps, significant correlations (95% confidence) over croplands of MRSS are marked with small black dots. The first few PCs explain a large portion of the crop yield variability, and succeeding PCs account for the remaining variability. The variability explained by each PC is shown at the top of each map. The boundary of the countries with large loading values are highlighted in orange (large positive loading values) and blue (large negative loadings values). These countries co-vary similarly/oppositely (same loading sign value countries co-vary similarly and vice versa), and they explain the variance of that PC the most.

Nine tables in the Microsoft Excel Worksheets are included in the supplementary. MRSS producer countries with complete yield dataset from 1961 to 2013 that are used as input for RPCA are presented in Table S1. These countries are categorized in 10 global regions. Table S2 exhibits countries with large positive and negative loading values (co-varying countries). The studied countries are ranked based on MRSS production, export and import in 2013 (Table S3). The area (in hectares) of MRSS croplands in global countries (10 major MRSS producers) that experienced the influence of concurrent and one-year lag of ATa and PDSI are presented in Table S4 (Table S5). In Table S4 and S5 we computed the cropland
areas that are impacted by AT or PDSI, in either concurrent or lag phase too (we call it the regions that are impacted by local climate, see Fig. 1). The percentage of the impacted croplands by ATa and PDSI concurrent and lag phases in 10 global regions are exhibited in Table S6. Tables S4, S5 and S6 are based on PC1 to PC3 of the global maps provided in the supplementary. Table S7 demonstrates the concurrent and lag correlation between multiple annual average and seasonal average (December, January, February-DJF) of multiple oceanic and atmospheric indices and PC1 to PC3. Joint dependencies between PC1 to PC3 is presented in Table S8. Table S9 is similar to Table S8, with the difference that PCs are computed based on the low rank matrix of crop yields of 17 countries with complete yield data of all the four crops after 1961.

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods

RPCA [4] was applied on detrended crop yields of MRSS. Country based annual crop yield data of these crops from 1961 to 2013 are collected from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations statistical databases [5]. However, the detrending approach that is used here [6] leads to losing the first and last three years, but each anomaly value captures the information of a 7-year window time span and the final time span is from 1964 to 2010. Yield values of some countries are common in few consecutive years, so this detrending approach leads to undefined values if there are 7 such years with the same consecutive numbers. The same crop yield values over a few years may indicate dataset inaccuracy, hence, in order to improve data reliability these countries are not considered. The final dataset contains 130, 98, 73 and 37 MRSS producer countries (Table S1). Low rank matrix (L) acquired from RPCA is implemented to compute loadings, eigenvalues and scores. Loadings contain uncorrelated PCs [7]. Eigenvalues provide a measure of the variance explained by each PC. RPCA decomposed the L matrix of MRSS into 28, 28, 27 and 20 PCs respectively. Each PC is associated with a score vector. Scores are used to find links between PCs and climatic data set (PDSI, ATa, SSTa, oceanic and atmospheric indices [8]) by means of spearman correlation analysis. In order to obtain the global spatial coverage of MRSS croplands, we combined the irrigated and rain fed maps for each crop [9,10]. The resulting maps are used to specify the spatial coverage of croplands as well as croplands area (in hectares). We choose co-varying countries (countries with large positive or negative loading values) based on one standard deviation exceedance of loadings values from the mean from both sides in each PC. RPCA applied to global crop yields of MRSS in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Colombia, DR Congo, India, Italy, Mexico, North Korea, Pakistan, Peru, Romania, South Korea, Tanzania, USA and Zimbabwe. These countries produce MRSS and they have complete yield data set from 1961 to 2013. The acquired L matrix is used to compute PCs and identify joint variability between crops (Table S9).

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of overlapping the significant local climate variability over croplands.
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2019.103745.
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